General Survey of a Planets Construction
The new English cosmogeological words:
1. GEO-TRACK-track of huge geological catastrophes
2. GEO-EVOLUTION- geological evolution of the Earth geo-spheres
3. GEO-CATASTROPHE- geological catastrophe caused by inner forces of the Earth
4. GEO-TRANSFER- movement of outer nucleus masses into asthenosphere
5. COSMOGEOLOGICAL LAYER- thin geo-sphere which is between solid and liquid aggregation state.

Huge process of ejection doesn’t occur only from the galaxy nucleus. After ejection, massive
hydrogen-helium (proto-matter) objects are forming small parent star of globular clusters to
the end of spiral branches. Existence of many young stars within the centre of a
conglomeration is evidences. Billions of stars and planetary systems are formed after ejection
in the branches of the spiral galaxy by parent star.
Geo-evolution nearest orbiting planets is closely connected to the influence of stars.
Formation a planet and geo-evolution is very interesting processes. They are formed by heavy
ionized fiery nuclear and molecular gaseous masses. Mixture of super-heavy, heavy and light
elements and admixtures creates various sizes planetary bodies. The gaseous admixtures have
abundance of an oxide and they are undergoing different geo-evolutions. Each protoplanetary body is a planetary sized diffuser which sorts atoms by mass and gaseous and liquid
admixtures by density during first (gaseous) and second (liquid) stage of evolution.
Planetary bodies of small sizes have little average density. This is closely connected with
low densities into geo-spheres. Each space-body of the Earth-group has high average density.
Their masses into physical centre and around inner metals nucleus have high density. Let’s
call them planetary bodies of average sizes. Mercury is the other topic. Four giant are
surrounded by the giant atmosphere... Giants have almost same average density of its main
invisible nucleuses as well as the Earth-group.
During evolution giant-sized space-bodies don’t lose light gaseous admixtures, because of
their giant gravitation. These giant space-bodies are gravitating the gaseous masses ejected by
Sun. Space-bodies of average sizes loss the much of light elements at the initial gaseous stage
of evolution. Cooling prevents permanent loss of fiery gaseous streams and creates fiery liquid
core and thin atmosphere. Insignificant gravitation of Small space-bodies can’t detain light
gases and many of them have no atmosphere.
Geo-spherical constructions of the giant invisible nucleuses are resemblance geo-spheres of
the Earth. Main difference is in the geo-spherical sizes, of course. Into the metals nucleus of
giants metals are in the solid condition. Proof is dipolar magnetic field of giants.
Small space-bodies are different as well as its geo-spherical structures. Some bodies
have already finished geo-evolution stages and existents even liquid B and E layers impossible
there. All geo-layers are already in the solid conditions. There are also space-bodies which
have only one geo-sphere in liquid conditions. They are near to the finish of the geo-evolution.
Geysers on the Triton and Io means, its geo-evolution is continuing still.
Few bodies had undergone catastrophes in the solar system... Ceres’ parent space-body was
most interesting (exploded about 4.1 billion yeas ago). After the catastrophe of planetary
bodies only its G nucleus or small amount of debris could survive hit to the Sun and planets…
Psyche is only small part of G metallic nucleus. The metal layers of Psyche consist not only

iron. There are more heavy metals too. Proof about exploded bodies are debris of solid geospheres; asteroids, comets, meteorites, micrometeorites. Different splashes of liquid geospheres were spreading and pontificating by the time of late heavy bombardment in solar
system. Small amount irregular asteroid-moons are orbiting around planet and the Sun still.
Planets could capture them and their acceleration were not enough to overcome huge
gravitation of the Sun.
After catastrophes main debris and splashes of exploded geo-spheres were gravitated
by the Sun. The reason was simple; the speed each of them wasn’t enough orbiting the Sun.
After catastrophe of Ceres’ titanic parent body the Sun, Moon, Earth, Venus, Mercury and
Mars had undergone strong intensive meteoritic and asteroid bombardment. Huge
asteroid's hit was always reason of huge geo-catastrophe on the Earth. Because of Earth
planetary group's high gravitation forces, asteroid belt wasn’t formed between their orbits.
There is displayed geological structure of the Earth (Figure). Next figure is interim stages of
planetary bodies’ geo-evolution. V2 is a liquid volume of planetary body. It consists of fiery
metals and non-metals oxides and their various chemical admixtures. V1 volume consists of
fiery chemical elements and its admixtures in the gaseous conditions. On the border of V 1 and
V2 volumes began formation process of liquid geo-sphere by the heavy metals and superheavy radioactive elements. Into the G geo-sphere metals are sorted by density.
Billions of years ago were wary dangerous period in the solar system; there
were collapsed three space-bodies in the solar system;
1. 5-th planet "Titanic" (only its moon Cares survived), by remains of catastrophe has been
created asteroid belt.
2. Moon of the Saturn. Beautiful rings around the Saturn are formed by the catastrophe
within the Saturn.
3. Moon of the Neptune. Belt of Kuiper is created by remains of this catastrophe and. There
are very many debris of catastrophes within the galaxy plane captured by the Sun.
LAW-of-geo-evolution: R13  9/10 R23
R1 - is radius of space bodies to the liquid stage of geo-evolution when almost all geo-spheres
have liquid conditions.
R2 - is radius of space bodies to the solid stage of geo-evolution. When all geo-spheres are in
the solid aggregation conditions as well as the Moon.
LAW OF THE INCRESCENT (Second law of the Cosmogeology)
VOLUME OF ALL SPACEBODIES, ARE INCREASING
FROM LIQUID TO THE SOLID CONDITIONS.

DURING GEOEVOLUTION,

The second law has proof. XA layer is the granite-forming layer. It needs millions of years for
formation solid granite which has different colours and excellent crystals. Creates defect of
volume into asthenosphere and forces of accumulation pressure (tectonic forces) and that is
main reason of Mountains growth, volcano eruptions, interaction between platforms,
subduction zones, etc…
Moon has already finished its geo-evolution. Because there are not crustquakes, subduction zones, volcano eruptions, interaction of crust tiles, mountains growth,
EBgeo-transfers (event)... There are impossible events... when the inner geo-forces are
"died".

The Earth is space-body and has active geo-forces. Second law of Cosmogeology is law for
Earth too, but it is a lot of permanent tragedy (event) for own alive world... I'm very sorry...
IMPORTANT EVIDENCE
This is not only strong evidence, it’s important and true evidence, and it means my theory...

COSMOGEOLOGICAL THEORY is the TRUTH.
P1 and P3 are increscent forces (figure) of the volume and there are XA (Granite-forming layer) and XD
increscent cosmogeological geo-layers. All forces (P1. P2. P3. P4) are inner giant geo-forces (pressure forces).
Little by little... day by day... into outer nucleus is accumulating pressure during 65 million years (there are
increasing P3 and P4 geo-forces).
Each impact could not create EBgeo-transfer (EVENT). Giant Asteroid impact is detonator of
hydraulic equilibrium between inner geo-forces and main sources of huge EB geo-transfer all events.

At the end of geo-evolution, when all geo-spheres are in the solid conditions a space-body has
approximately 10% additional volume.
Pressure forces at the AB boundary...P 1. (Tectonic forces)
Pressure forces at the BC boundary...P2. (Tectonic forces)
Pressure forces at the DE boundary...P 3. (Event forces)
Pressure forces at the EF boundary...P4. (Event forces)
P1 and P2 inner geo-forces are tectonic forces. They are reason of crust-quakes, subduction zones, volcano
eruptions, interaction of crust tiles, mountains growth...
All space-bodies have or had similar geo-evolution.
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